Abstract: MDO (Multidisciplinary Design Optimization, MDO) is the most active field of current research on complex system engineering design. To solve the low resistance, low noise and high mobility multidisciplinary design optimization problems of submarine shape, based on multidisciplinary collaborative optimization framework, divided the optimization design of submarine shape into three disciplines multidisciplinary optimization design problem of a system-level and containing hydrodynamic discipline, flow noise discipline, maneuverability discipline. For traditional multidisciplinary collaborative optimization algorithm solving actual complex MDO problem facing the defects of convergence difficulties and calculating time-consuming, presented a realistic improved new collaborative optimization (NCO) algorithm and applied it to the multidisciplinary optimization of the submarine shape. Meanwhile, the use of response surface meta-model solved the coupling problem between discipline-level and system-level. The results show that, NCO can guarantee the stability and reliability of the submarine shape low resistance, low noise and high mobility multidisciplinary optimization design convergence results, the build of response surface meta-model between discipline-level and system-level can effectively improve the convergence rate.
INTRODUCTION
The exterior design of the submarine is directly related to the resistance, self-noise of submarine and the motion stability, mobility and many other performance, and the resistance, self-noise and mobility are three very important performance indicators of the submarine, to reducing the resistance can reduce energy consumption and increase the sail and speed of the submarine; reducing the self-noise can improve the effect distance and accuracy of the sound selfguide system; improving the stability and mobility of the submarine can improve the track ability and hit probability, thus improving the operational effectiveness of the submarine. Therefore, the research on the multidisciplinary synthesized optimization design of low resistance, low noise and high mobility of the submarine appearance has very important actual significance.
However, owning to ignore the relevance of the three disciplines, the traditional serial approaches generally can only obtain the local optimal solution. Eighties of last century, the multidisciplinary design optimization (MDO) rised in the aerospace field. Scientists such as Sobieski and Kroo had done some pioneering work in this area [1] [2] [3] . MDO is a method for designing complex products and subsystems by fully exploration and using the collaborative interaction mechanism between engineering systems. With the development of MDO, a lot of optimization frames such as multidisciplinary feasible method (MDF), concurrent subspace optimization (CSSO), collaborative optimization (CO), bi-Level integrated system synthesis (BLISS), et al. Among them, the CO algorithm, proposed by Kroo et al in 1994 [2] , has been considered as the most promising multidisciplinary optimization algorithm because of its good discipline autonomy and parallel processing capability.
In traditional collaborative optimization algorithms, the consistency equality constraint of system-level optimization is in the form of 2-norm. The Jacobian matrix of its derivation ( )
at its optimal solution is a bizarre matrix, which will lead to system-level Kuhn-Tucker conditions can not be met, seriously affect system-level convergence results and efficiency [4, 5] . By changing the collaborative optimization system-level expression forms, presents an improved collaborative optimization algorithm meeting realistic projects in order to solve the defects of convergence difficulties for traditional collaborative optimization. The improved multidisciplinary collaborative optimization frame divided the low resistance, low noise and high mobility design issues of the shape of the submarine into three disciplines MDO problem of system-level and containing hydrodynamic discipline, flow noise discipline and handling discipline. The hydrodynamic discipline views reduction submarine resistance as the optimization objective, the flow noise discipline views reduction submarine flow noise as the optimization objective, and the handling discipline views increasing the submarine mobility as the optimization objective. Establish a system-level optimization model on this basis and using the precise calculation mode and approxi-mate calculation model of the submarine flow around turbulent flow field to solve the coupling problem between the internal of discipline level, build the meta-model of each discipline level objective function in the use of response surface technology, effectively improves the convergence rate.
IMPROVED COLLABORATIVE OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM

Mathematical Description and Solving Process of Collaborative Optimization Algorithms
For the inefficiency and large computational problem when the single-level multidisciplinary optimization method solves large, complex systems engineering, CO is proposed by Kroo, etc. as a multidisciplinary optimization strategy with two levels structure. CO divides the optimization problem into two levels: a system-level and parallel multidisciplinary-level. The mathematical description form of the system-level as follows:
where, ( ) f z is the system-level optimization objective function; At the beginning of optimization, the system-level distributes the target value * j z of system-level variables to discipline-level, the flow chart shown in Fig. (1) , each discipline-level meets their own constraint conditions, its objective function should enable the gap between the interdisciplinary coupled variables and the distributed target value is minimum, after discipline-level optimization, the optimal solution is returned to the system-level, the system-level optimizes shared variables to resolve inconsistencies between the various disciplines coupled variables in the consistency constraints. Through multiple iterations of systemlevel optimization and sub-discipline-level optimization, finally obtain the coupling relationship between disciplines; achieve a consistent system optimal design. It is this distributed parallel design ideas to ensure the freedom of various disciplines design optimization, reducing the data transfer between disciplines, attracting many scholars at home and 
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abroad apply it to the design of aircraft, satellites, electric vehicles and ship [6] [7] [8] [9] .
Improved Collaborative Optimization Algorithm
The mathematical expression form of traditional collaborative optimization algorithm has three main issues in the real system engineering optimization design as follows [10] [11] [12] :
1) The consistency equality constraint of system-level optimization is in the form of 2-norm form. The Jacobian matrix of its derivation ( )
at its optimal solution is singular matrix, which will lead to the system level Kuhn-Tucker conditions can not be met, seriously affect system-level convergence results and efficiency.
2) For the actual complex MDO problems, the number of sub-disciplines is often more than the number of system level shared variables, so that the number of system-level constraint conditions is greater than the number of systemlevel shared variables, which greatly limits the freedom of system-level optimization.
3) System-level consistency equality constraint form, without considering the different order of magnitude difference between the design variables and design requirements for accuracy in actual engineering design, consistency constraint expression in various disciplines may cause smaller magnitude variable lose the consistency control role and too harsh equality constraints are easy to make the optimization process can not converge.
For the above analysis, proposed NCO algorithm, NCO framework inherited the traditional collaborative optimization distributed parallel idea, using a new system-level constraint expression form to overcome the defects of computational difficulties of traditional collaborative optimization. 1) In order to avoid the damage of system-level constraint Jacobian matrix is zero on Kuhn-Tucker conditions, using 1-norm in place of 2-norm.
2) System-level consistency constraint form changed by the expressions of greatest difference between various variables and system-level shared variables to control to enhance system-level optimization degrees of freedom, while helping to deal with the separation of the different design variables.
3) Select a different slack variables based on the actual requirements of each design variable precision.
The improved system-level optimization model is:
where, j is the number of system-level design variables. j is the j th shared variable required accuracy in actual project.
MULTIDISCIPLINARY ANALYSIS MODEL OF THE SHAPE OF SUBMARINE
The submarine used in this paper is designed to linear of the streamline rotary body expression design (shown in Fig. 2) . Submarine linear geometry parameters: total length 
The physical linear equation of tail curve segment as follows: 
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wherein, p C is the surface pressure coefficient, f C indicates the shear stress surface friction coefficient, indicates the angle between the submarine tangent line and shaft X , is the submarine wetted surface area. Among them, the around flow potential flow field uses surface element method to solve, the boundary layer uses finite difference method to solve, carry out iterative calculation between potential flow and boundary layer equations to obtain the distribution of surface pressure coefficient and surface friction shear stress coefficient.
Flow Noise Discipline Optimization Model
PF PF 1 (X , P , P ) (m , n ,, P , P )
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Where, X B is the design vector of flow noise discipline; 
iB G i = is the constraints conditions of flow noise discipline. Use the flow noise level radiating from submarine boundary layer transition zone to the head stagnation as optimization objective function. Based on the theory of Liepmann displacement thickness pulsating monopole sound source model [13] , the power spectral density equation of boundary layer transition zone sound radiation is: represents dimensionless rise time.
Mobility Disciplinary Optimization Model
(X , P , P )= ( , , , , P , P )
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Where, X C is the design vector of mobility disciplines; x x x x x x x x x x + + + + + (14) Use Gaussian column slashing method to solve linear equations, obtain the undetermined coefficients of the response surface model are: 
System-Level Optimization Model
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Use Gaussian column slashing method to solve linear equations, obtain the undetermined coefficients of the response surface model are: 
Optimization Solution and Analysis
1) System-level optimization results
The global optimization results of system-level objective function values shown in Fig. (4) , we can see that from the initial solution, after 160 steps of evolution, get from the initial design to the optimal solution, optimization degree is: 98.79%. The global optimal solution is: 
2) Optimization results of hydrodynamic discipline
The global optimization results of hydrodynamic discipline objective function value can be seen in Fig. (5) , the optimal solution of hydrodynamic discipline-level optimization is 0.00254 
4) Optimization results of mobility discipline
The global optimization results of mobility discipline objective function values shown in Fig. (7) . The Optimal value of mobility discipline-level optimization is 
CONCLUSION
Based on the analysis of the reason for traditional collaborative optimization solving multidisciplinary problem prone to defects, through changing the presentation of the system-level consistency constraints, an improved collaborative optimization algorithm was proposed. On the basis of inheriting the highly autonomous, parallel optimization of the design ideas of traditional collaborative optimization algorithm, NCO can effectively guarantee the existence of a viable domain solution. Based on improved collaborative algorithm, established a complete multidisciplinary comprehensive optimization design method and model for low resistance, low noise and high mobility of submarine shape, used response surface models to establish the meta-model of various discipline-level objective functions, the system-level optimization model was established entirely based on the approximate response surface model, the state variables information required in system-level optimization were obtained via response surface, this would resolve the coupling problem between system-level and discipline-level, reduced the amount of computation in system-level optimization, improved the overall optimization efficiency.
